
 

 
Abstract—This paper describes NUSA, a newly developed 

programming-language which is based on orthogonality and 
modular programming. Compared to OOPLs (Object-
Oriented Programming Languages) that lack orthogonality, 
NUSA is designed with orthogonality in mind. Issues found 
during the creation of highly orthogonal language were the 
inorthogonality in OOPLs, the real semantic of class, 
encapsulation of code and data through module, and the 
unbundling of operators from record-type. The result is NUSA, 
a highly orthogonal programming-language. NUSA provides 
input-output, user-defined types, and user-defined (infix and 
prefix) polymorphic operators for user-defined types. 
Quantitative comparison with C# in terms of number of 
source-code lines is presented from the perspective of 
pragmatic advantage. 
 

Index Terms — Orthogonality, Module, Type-based 
Encapsulation, Module-based Encapsulation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

RTOGONALITY is found in many theories surrounding 
electronic engineering and programming language.  

OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) is 
one example in telecommunication [29].   

Orthogonal means independent. An orthogonal axis is 
independent toward any other axis [1]. Orthogonality 
(independence) is desired because we can operate or process 
an axis independently [1]. 

In programming languages, orthogonality takes form in 
the uniformity of rules (syntax and semantics; see [2], [14], 
[25], [31]). By contrast, C++ is inorthogonal. For example, 
comparison operator == cannot be used to compare values 
of any type  ([28]). Java as defined in [15] is inorthogonal, 
that causes several confusions as detailed in [16]. 
Inorthogonality in programming languages ends up with 
requiring users to remember many exceptions in the syntax 
and/or semantics ([2], [14], [25], [31]). 

The world of programming languages has experienced 
progress for several decades. The decade of the 1980s was 
dominated by procedural programming, while the decade of 
1990s was dominated by OOPLs. OOPLs continued to be 
dominant in the decade of 2000s, but approaching the 
decade of 2010, a number of lecturers and students within 
the movement of The Third Manifesto (TTM for short) 
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pointed out the OOPLs' lack of orthogonality ([5], [6], [7], 
[8], [9]), and they created code-translators for highly 
orthogonal programming language named Tutorial D in 
response to the lack of orthogonality in OOPLs. 

The problems that remain unsolved by TTM are the 
complexity of the underlying theory (using a concept called 
possrep) and the complexity of programming language 
(Tutorial D). Tutorial D is very different from C, hindering 
its acceptance by industry. TTM has another important 
problem: their proposed theory is not related to the theory of 
modular programming. Consequently there is nothing in the 
Tutorial D that helps implement modular programming. 

OOPLs' shortcomings (inorthogonalities) are investigated 
in this paper. A programming-language that avoids the 
inorthogonalities yet can incorporate polymorphism, 
inheritance, encapsulation, and modular-programming is 
designed. We propose NUSA programming language to 
overcome the inorthogonality. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
explains Type-based Encapsulation, the approach used by 
all OOPLs. This section elaborates seven inorthogolities that 
are caused by Type-based Encapsulation. Section 3 explains 
Module-based Encapsulation, the (opposite) approach used 
by NUSA. This section details NUSA solution to the 
inorthogonality problems and thus shows the orthogonality 
of NUSA. Section 4 shows the pragmatic advantage 
(quantitative comparison) of NUSA over one representative 
OOPL: C#. Section 5 extracts some conclusions and 
describes some future works for the theory of object-
orientation and NUSA programming-language. 

II. TYPE-BASED ENCAPSULATION 

A. Problem in the underlying theory: bundling of operators 

Type-based encapsulation is the theory underlying the 
OOPLs. While this term is not yet widely used, we can find 
its usage related to OOP in [22], [23], [27] and [30]. In type-
based encapsulation, record-type is used to encapsulate code 
(operator) and data. To paraphrase, operators are bundled 
into record-type. 

Bundling of the operators is the root of inorthogonalities 
([7], [8], [9]). This paper lists seven items of 
inorthogonality, with five of them  universally apply to all 
OOPLs (the first two items do not apply to C++ and Oracle 
PL/SQL). For simplicity, this paper focuses on the 
comparison with C# as defined by [12] and [13]. 

The record-type is called class in most OOPLs, but not all 
(Oracle PL/SQL and Delphi are some exceptions). C# and 
C++ use the term class and struct. In the remaining sections 
and subsections, the terms class and record-type are 
interchangeable, unless otherwise is stated. 
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B. Inorthogonality #1: On definable user-defined types 

Type-based encapsulation limits the user-defined types to 
record-types only.  This is the first inorthogonality.  C# and 
Java disallow the user-defined basic types (often called 
primitive types) and user-defined collection types. Fig. 1 
shows user-defined types in OOPL which are limited to 
user-defined record-types. The record-type Complex 
depicted in Fig. 1 serves as a basis for other examples in this 
paper. The left part of Fig. 2 models the inorthogonality. 
Only one axis is present, representing that the user-definable 
types are limited to record-type category only.  

 

 
Fig. 1  Inorthogonal rule #1: User-defined types are limited to 
record-types 

 
Fig. 2  User-defined types are limited to record types (left part) 

Type categories presented here are the result of observing 
textbooks on programming language theory  ([2], [14], [25], 
[31]). The term type categories is not explicitly listed in 
those textbooks, but can be found on publications like [18], 
[19], [21], [24], and [32]. 

C. Inorthogonality #2: Memory Allocation 

Type-based encapsulation introduces inorthogonality in 
memory allocation. Objects of record-types must be 
allocated dynamically. C# source-code in Fig. 1 depicts the 
situation. 

Source-code in Fig. 3 shows the inorthogonality. Objects 
of record-types must be allocated dynamically, while objects 
of other type-categories can be allocated statically. The left 
part of Fig. 4 models the inorthogonality. Only two axis are 
present, representing the fact that only objects of two type-
categories can be allocated statically. 

 

 

Fig. 3  Inorthogonal rule #2: record-objects must be allocated 
dynamically 

 
Fig. 4  Inorthogonal rule #2: Objects of only two type-
categories can be allocated statically 

D. Inorthogonality #3: Prohibition of specification of 
type of returned value 

Type-based encapsulation has inorthogonal rules about 
type of returned-value in operator-header. It prohibits 
specification of type of returned-value for value-constructor 
but requires such specification  for other operators. The 
source-code in Fig. 5 is rejected because type of returned-
value must be left out. The left part of Fig. 6 shows value-
constructors for record-types cannot contain type of 
returned-value. 

 

 
Fig. 5  Inorthogonal rule #3: value-constructor cannot specify 
type of returned-value 

 
Figure 6  Inorthogonal rule #3: prohibition on specifying the 
type of returned-value (in left part) 

E. Inorthogonality #4: Prohibition of calling the operator 
return() 

All OOPLs prohibit the call of operator return (or its 
equivalents) to return value from constructor.  In C#, C++, 
and Java; call to return() inside value-constructor operator-
body raises error. The source-code in Fig. 7 demonstrates it. 
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Figure 7  Inorthogonal rule #4: value-constructor cannot call 
operator return() 

 
Fig. 8: Inorthogonal rule #4: only function returning basic- and 
collection-value can call operator return (left part) 

The left part of Fig. 8 models the inorthogonality. Type-
based encapsulation permits call to operator return() inside 
operator-body only within the body of operators returning 
basic-value and collection-value. 

F. Inorthogonality #5:Rules on object-declaration 

The fourth inorthogonality comes from the rules on object 
declaration. Type-based encapsulation enforces the presence 
of implicit object (with different enforced names in different 
language) in some operators, while at the same time 
prohibits the declaration and usage of the same implicit 
object in some other operators. The C# source-code in Fig. 9 
contains error due to this inorthogonality on object 
declaration. The left part of Fig 10 models the inorthogonal 
systems that permit and enforce implicit object of record-
type only for dynamic operators. 
 

 
Figure 9: Inorthogonal rule #5 is on object-declaration 

 
Fig. 10  Inorthogonal rule #5 only objects of record-type can 
explicitly be present in method 

G. Inorthogonality #6: Rules on operand-passing 

Designers of some OOPLs theorize that the operators 
should be categorized into dynamic and static ones. While it 
looks like the difference between the two categories on 
memory allocation strategies only, more significant 
differences take place in the matter of operand passing. To 
dynamic operators ('dynamic methods') in C# and Java 
implicit operand named this is passed (different 
programming languages use different names: Smalltalk uses 
Self, Eiffel uses Current). To static operands no implicit 
operands are passed. This is an inorthogonality. Fig 11 
repeats the source-code of Fig 9 emphasizing the difference 
on operand passing between operator1 and Complex. 

 

 
Fig. 11 Inorthogonal rule #6: implicit operand is passed to 
dynamic operators (e.g., operator1) 

 
 

Fig. 12 Inorthogonal rule #6: no implicit operand is passed to 
static operators (e.g., operator2) 

The left part of Fig 12 models the inorthogonality. 
Implicit operand of record-type is enforced for dynamic 
operators. 

H. Inorthogonality #7: Record-type name 

In type-based encapsulation record-type name is 
inorthogonal (dependent) toward module-name. Type-name 
must equate the module-name. Fig. 13 shows C# source-
code where a record-type named Type1 is enforced to be 
created due to the creation of a module-object named Type1. 
In other words, the users have no liberty to create record-
type with other name(s). Fig 13 shows object named 
Object1 of type Type1. 

This inorthogonality has unpleasant consequence. It is 
difficult to explain the error within the code like in Fig. 13. 
Proper explanation must make use the fact that a class in 
OOPLs like C# is a module (a translation unit (called 
compilation unit in [12] and [15]), and a record-type Some 
operators, a type, and an implicit object in classes are 
inorthogonal (dependent) to the class/module. The error in 
Fig 11 is in fact due to the inorthogonality #5, #6, and #7. 
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Fig. 13 Inorthogonal rule #7: dependent / inorthogonal and 
implicit record-type 

The left part of Fig. 14 models the inorthogonality. 
Module-name in type-based encapsulation enforces 
dependent (inorthogonal) record-type name. The right part 
models an orthogonal system where no type is implied by or 
dependent upon module name. 

 

 
Fig. 14 Modeling the inorthogonal rule #7 . Left: an enforced 
record-type that is dependent upon module name. Right: no 
type is dependent upon module name 

III. MODULE-BASED ENCAPSULATION 

This section describes module-based encapsulation. In 
relationship to the previous section, this section presents the 
solution to inorthogonality problems. The orthogonality of 
NUSA is represented by the 0 or 3 axis in the right part of 
seven figures in the previous section. 

A. Module can encapsulate code and data 

The term 'Module-based Encapsulation' can be found on 
[3], [4], [17], [20], [26], and [28]. Module is logical unit of 
translation, and the means of encapsulation [17]. Both type-
based and module-based encapsulation encapsulate code and 
data. Class in C# and Java are firstly module, and secondly 
record-type, as is evident in the seventh item of 
inorthogonality. The following subsections describe how 
module-based encapsulation in NUSA removes the seven 
items of orthogonality. 

B. Removing the inorthogonality #1 

Fig. 15 shows that NUSA is more orthogonal compared to 
C# because it permits user-defined types of all type-
categories. The first user-defined type is basic-type 
(hundred). The second one is collection-type (Matrix). The 
third one is record-type (Complex). The right part of Fig. 2 
models the orthogonality. 

 
Fig. 15 Orthogonal user-defined types  

 

C. Removing the inorthogonality #2 

NUSA removes the inorthogonality #2 by permitting 
objects of record-types to be allocated statically, just like 
objects of basic-types and collection-types. NUSA does not 
enforce objects of record-types to be  allocated dynamically. 
Object definition's syntax is independent (orthogonal) 
toward the type of objects (see Fig. 16). 

 
Fig. 16 Orthogonality #2: memory allocation is orthogonal 

 

D. Removing the inorthogonality #3 

Fig. 17 shows the result of NUSA's orthogonal syntax for 
operator-header and header-declaration. A value-constructor 
is an operator. Its syntax is exactly the same with any other 
operator. Assuming record-type Complex has been declared, 
Fig. 17 shows the declaration of two operators. All operator-
headers consist of these mandatory parts: type of returned-
value, operator-name, and pair of parentheses. The syntax 
can accomodate optional parts (like operands, operator-
qualifier) without affecting the orthogonality. 

 

 
Fig. 17 Orthogonality #3: specification for type of returned-
value is orthogonal 

 

E. Removing the inorthogonality #4 

NUSA removes the inorthogonality #4 by requiring ALL 
functions to explicitly return values. This semantic applies 
to all operators. Fig. 18 shows an example. 
 

 
 
Fig. 18 Orthogonality #4: function must call return()  
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F. Removing the inorthogonality #5 

Orthogonal syntax in NUSA helps us understand the 
errors like shown in Fig. 19. All objects must be declared 
explicitly. Errors like in Fig. 19 take place simply because 
no object is declared or passed. 

 

 
Fig. 19 Orthogonality #5: objects must be declared explicitly 

 

G. Removing the inorthogonality #6 

Changing the previous code (in Fig. 19) into the new code 
in Fig. 20 removes the inorthogonality #6. The code in Fig. 
contains no error. In the constructor of Complex, object 
named this is declared. In the definition of operator1 object 
named this is passed. Operand-passing within operator1 and 
operator2 use the same orthogonal syntax. C#  requires 
different codes for doing what is essentially the same thing. 

 

 
Fig. 20 Orthogonality #6: objects must be declared or passed 
explicitly 

 

H. Removing the inorthogonality #7 

Fig. 21 shows NUSA ability to emulate type-based 
encapsulation where record-type name equals module-name.  

 
Fig. 21 Orthogonality #7: record-type name is independent 
toward module-name; record-type name equals module name 

Fig. 22 shows that record-type name in NUSA is 
orthogonal toward module-name. NUSA helps 
understanding the error in both Fig. 19. Object column2 is 
not record-column. Consequently, for any record-object the 
user cannot call the dot operator to access column2. 

 

 
Fig. 22  Orthogonality #7: record-type name is independent 
toward module-name; different from module name 

IV. COMPARING THE NUMBER OF LINES 

We seek pragmatic advantage from NUSA orthogonality. 
One idea is to compare the number of source-code lines with 
an OOPL. Deliberately C# is chosen.  
C# NUSA Percentage (NUSA / C#) 

20 18 90.00 
24 23 95.83 
43 39 90.70 
43 36 83.72 
55 56 101.82 

117 101 86.32 
105 112 106.67 
99 94 94.95 
15 5 33.33 

9 5 55.56  
34 22 64.71 
36 29 80.56 
94 61 64.89 
12 5 41.67 

Table 1  Comparison of C# and NUSA source-code 
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The comparison is drawn using the C# source-code from 
books authored by Deitel and Deitel, using Visual C# 2005 
and Visual C# 2008 ([10], [11]); with the final line is 
adopted from the example in this paper. The result is shown 
on Table 1. On two examples NUSA source-code is longer 
than C# (with percentage 101.82 and 106.67), but on the 
remaining examples NUSA source-code is shorter than C#. 

The superiority of NUSA over C# can be seen on the 
examples representing final line of comparison. Fig. 23 
shows 12-line C# source-code to create a typical Hello 
world program. Fig. 24 shows 5-line NUSA source-code for 
equivalent program. 

 

 
Fig. 23 C# source-code for Hello world program 

 
Fig. 24 NUSA source-code for Hello world program 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

Encapsulation of code and data in type-based 
encapsulation is manifested in the bundling of operators 
(code) and columns (data) into record-type. This is the root 
of the seven items of inorthogonalities in the OOPLs. 

Encapsulation of code and data can be manifested in the 
modules, i.e., module-based encapsulation. This approach 
removes the seven items of inorthogonalities, leading to the 
theory of polymorphism and encapsulation that is integrated 
with theory of modular programming. Module-based 
encapsulation is the theoretical foundation for orthogonal 
programming languages that impose less exceptions in the 
syntax and semantic. The author plans to use module-based 
encapsulation to establish the formal theory for object-
orientation. 

The orthogonality in NUSA proves to have pragmatic 
advantage: shorter source-code to achieve the same result 
produced by OOPLs. In average, the number of lines of 
NUSA source-code is 77.91% of C#. 
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